Introduction
Unsupervised learning is useful in exploratory data analysis, image segmentation and, with some added class knowledge, may be used for classi cation as well. Here we present a genetically guided algorithm GGA approach to optimization of certain clustering models. This approach can be directly applied to any clustering model which can be represented as a functional dependent upon a set of cluster centers or point prototypes. The approach can befurther generalized for models that require parameters other than the cluster centers.
In this paper the fuzzy and hard c-means FCM HCM respectively functionals, J m and J 1 , are used as tness functions 6, 17 . This allows us to compare performance of the GGA with the conventional FCM HCM algorithms and examine GGA optimization performance with similar but di erent objective functions. It allows comparison with other GA work on clustering 1, 34, 10, 30 . Clustering algorithms such as FCM which use calculus-based optimization methods can betrapped by local extrema in the process of optimizing the clustering criterion. They are also very sensitive to initialization. Other conventional optimization methods, such as the Nelder-Mead Simplex method 18, 27 can be used to optimize J m . Hathaway and Bezdek o er that this is probably a good option for only 10 or fewer unknowns and a few hundred data points 27 . Faster techniques based on Newton's method and its variants, such as those described in 19 , can be applied to form partitions with the use of appropriately di erentiable distance metrics. However, these methods have signi cant sensitivity to the chosen initialization.
The GGA presented here attempts to achieve both avoidance of local extrema and minimal sensitivity to initialization. The cluster centers can be represented as real values or encoded as binary strings. We report on both representations in the paper, though we focus upon the binary representation. The overall conclusions of the paper are independent of the representation. The binary cluster center representation is in gray codes. Tournament selection, two-point crossover, and binary mutation comprise the rest of the algorithm. Crossover is applied to each cluster center to quickly move t o wards an extremum, thereby minimizing the required numberof generations.
This paper provides answers to the following questions. Can a GA approach to clustering nd extrema that may not be found with the iterative approach to minimizing the c-means functionals? Can a GA nd the same extremum that an iterative version of FCM HCM would? Or does FCM HCM need to be run using the nal cluster centers found by the GA as an initialization? Will the GA nd the best or nearly best nal partitions for a given data set, i.e. those partitions associated with the lowest J m values?
In Section 2, we review the FCM HCM algorithms with which comparisons will be made. In Section 3 the genetic guided clustering approach is presented. Section 4 contains a description of how the various parameters for GA clustering can be set. Section 5 discusses the six data sets employed in this work. Section 6 details the experiments that were performed and contains results from the experiments. Section 7 discusses time considerations in doing the clustering and how a real-valued representation may beused in genetically guided clustering to partially address time issues. Section 8 compares our results with other work in generating evolutionary computation solutions to the clustering problem. Lastly, Section 9 summarizes our results.
Clustering with HCM and FCM
Consider a set of n vectors X = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : x n g to beclustered into c groups of like data. Each x i 2 s is a feature vector consisting of s real-valued measurements describing the features of the object represented by x i . The features could belength, width, color, etc.
Hard or fuzzy clusters of the objects can be represented by a hard fuzzy membership matrix called a hard fuzzy partition. The set of all c n non-degenerate hard or crisp 8i; and D ik v i ; x k is a measure of the distance from x k to the i th cluster prototype. The Euclidean distance metric is used for all HCM results reported here. Goodcluster structure in X is taken as a U,V minimizer of 2. Typically, optimal U,V pairs are sought using an alternating optimization scheme of the type generally described in 17, 6 .
The clustering criterion used to de ne good clusters for fuzzy c-means partitions is the FCM function: is a measure of the distance from x k to the i th cluster prototype. The Euclidean distance metric and diagonal distance metric 6 are used for all FCM results reported here, with m = 2. The larger m is, the fuzzier the partition. Goodcluster structure in X is taken as a U,V minimizer of 2. Typically, optimal U,V pairs are sought using an alternating optimization scheme of the type generally described in 6 .
Genetically guided clustering
In any generation, element i of the population is V i , a c s matrix of cluster centers in FCM HCM notation. The initial population of size P is constructed by random assignment of real numbers to each of the s features of the c cluster centers. The initial values are constrained to be in the range determined from the data set of the feature to which they are assigned, but are otherwise random.
Since only the V's will be used within the GA it is necessary to reformulate the objective functions 3 and 4 for optimization. For HCM each data vector is assigned to the nearest cluster via some distance metric Euclidean here. Given the way assignments to clusters are made, it is follows that Hathaway and Bezdek 27 have shown that local V minimizers of R m and U at 3 produce local minimizers of J m , and conversely, the V part of local minimizers of J m yields local minimizers of R m . Our approach will be to optimize R m with a GGA. The reformulation theorem given in 27 provides theoretical justi cation for this technique.
The genetic guided algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of selecting parents for reproduction, performing crossover with the parents, and applying mutation to the bits of the children. We use a binary gray code representation in which a n y t wo adjacent n umbers are one bit di erent. This encoding in some cases yields faster convergence and improved performance over a straightforward binary encoding 2 . Recently, Fogel and Ghozeil 22 have shown that all bijective representations are theoretically equivalent; however, there may bea most e cient representation for a particular problem. In our experiments, gray coding was more e ective than simple binary encoding 26 . For all experiments reported here an elitist strategy 3 of passing the two ttest population members to the next generation was used. This guarantees that the tness never declines from one generation to the next, which is often a desirable property in clustering and is useful in tracking population improvement.
In the process of experimenting with hard c-means we occasionally observed GGA getting caught in an extremum associated with a degenerate partition i.e a partition with one or more empty rows meaning that fewer than c clusters were obtained in the nal partition. A row i is considered empty if u ik 0:00001; 8k. To minimize the chance of the GA becoming stuck at a degenerate partition, we use the following heuristic.
If a partition, de ned by its cluster centers V, has b clusters with no feature vectors assigned to them and the objective function for the partition evaluates to a value Tot, the new value will be b T o t .
This results in the modi ed objective function:
where b 2 0; c is the numberof empty clusters. Since the clustering goal is to minimize the objective function, the above heuristic penalizes degenerate partitions by increasing their objective function value. This makes them less likely to bechosen for reproduction and less likely to survive to the next generation in any form. The above heuristic is applied in all experiments using the HCM objective function.
The following subsections describe our approach to selection, crossover, and mutation. In each case our choices are motivated by the desire to apply genetically guided clustering to image data sets, which are usually large. So, small populations and minimal generations are preferred.
Selection
The selection mechanism is k-fold tournament selection 25 . By default all results reported here use k=2 unless otherwise stated. From two randomly chosen population members, the more t is chosen to be one parent. This process is repeated with the two new competitors chosen from the entire population to nd the second parent. The two population members selected are then used in the crossover operation. All parental pairs for crossover are selected in this way.
Crossover
Each feature v ij of a cluster center is a real number. In order to do crossover the feature value is converted into an integer which captures three decimal places of precision. The integer is then represented as a binary string. For example, if the largest value for a feature is 7.999 then it will beconverted to 7999 which may berepresented by a 13 bit number. Two-point crossover 24 is done on each of the c cluster centers of the mating parents generating two o spring. It is necessary to do c crossovers to enable each cluster center to move independently of the others. Adjusting each cluster center every generation minimizes the number of generations needed. This is important because each generation requires signi cant time in the calculation of the R m value of each population member.
Mutation
After every crossover, each bit of the children is considered for mutation with a mutation probability p m . Mutation consists of ipping the value of the chosen bit from 1 to 0 or vice versa.
Setting Parameters and related issues
The genetic guided approach to clustering has more parameters to set than FCM or HCM. There is the mutation rate, the crossover probability, the stopping criterion generations, population diversity, other, the order of tournament selection, and the population size. How should these parameters bechosen?
Generally, we have found that a crossover rate of 90-100 o ers best results. The mutation rate is important and can beestimated with the following equation 3, 33 : p m 1:75=P q bits 9
where P is the population size and bits is the numberof bits for an individual population member. Generally, we used a slightly higher mutation rate than determined by 9. We found that a population size of at least 30 is needed for acceptable results, and better performance can often be obtained by using a larger population. Generally, we found a population of 75 to be an acceptable upper limit on population size for the GGA approach. The order of tournament selection controls how quickly a population is taken over" by dominant individuals in the population. A higher order of tournament selection leads to faster convergence to a local extremum. However, to provide adequate search in the case of many extrema, the tournament order needs to be low e.g. 2; otherwise, a poor" local extremum that is found early may become the optimized value of the GGA. In our experiments, we found it useful to increase the order of tournament selection to 10 for the last n usually n=50 generations to push the GGA towards a partition associated with a local extremum of FCM HCM. This approach enabled us to avoid the necessity of running HCM or FCM on the nal GGA cluster centers to improve the GGA solution, and it also used fewer generations for most domains. See 2 for a good overview of takeover times in terms of generations for di erent orders of selection on di erent population sizes. For example, the takeover time for a population of size 30 and order 10 is 2.01 generations vs. 6.67 generations for order 2.
In domains where clustering will be applied many times e.g. images of the same region, a subset of the data to be clustered can be used to determine useful crossover and mutation rates. When little improvement occurs for the best individual of the population in early generations, the mutation rate is usually too high or low and can be adjusted to increase the rate of convergence for the sample set of data. After a good"mutation rate is found crossover can be varied to determine whether better extrema can be found in the sample set of data for an equivalent stopping criteria.
Our stopping criterion for GGA was the number of generations. There are several other possibilities for determining when to stop. Options include examining the standard deviation of the population members' tness values, or stopping when the current standard deviation reaches some percentage of the original population standard deviation. Alternatively, a hard limit can beused for termination on the value of the standard deviation. The GA can also be halted after the tness value of the best population member has not changed for n generations, with n = 20 or n = 30 being a reasonable choice for our approach. This places a premium on nding extrema quickly.
A nal variable that can be manipulated is the set of cluster centers used in the initial population. They can becreated by, for example, running FCM or HCM for q iterations on a random initialization. We experimented with this approach for FCM in the single feature and Iris domains. However, the results with a 1 iteration initialization were within a standard deviation of those obtained with random population initialization. Further, the numberof generations required to nd a local extremum was not reduced. The GA does not use the initial population in the same way a s F CM HCM, so these results are not surprising.
Automatically setting crossover and mutation rates
There have been various suggestions for automatically setting crossover and mutation rates 15, 21, 38 . We have experimented with a technique proposed by Srinivas and Patnaik in 36 . In their approach each population member has its own crossover and mutation probability. Note that in clustering the maximally t individual has the minimum R m V value, so in the notation below f m ax corresponds to max V 1=R m V . The crossover and mutation probabilities are calculated as follows.
Following 36 let f max bethe maximum tness in a population, f the average tness in a population, f the tness of an individual child about to have mutation applied to it and f 0 be the larger of two tness values of individuals about to have crossover applied to them. Then the probability of crossover p c is given by:
The probability o f m utation is given by:
where, k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 ; k 4 1:0.
Srinivas and Patnaik showed goodresults in 36 using: k 1 = k 3 = 1; k 2 = k 4 = 0:5. These settings cause solutions with low tness to be disrupted by mutation. The most t individual does not have mutation or crossover applied to it by the above equations. To prevent premature convergence, a default minimum mutation rate of 0.005 is used for all population members. The above settings were used here.
Data set descriptions
Six data sets were used for the experiments reported in the next section. Two arti cial data sets are useful for this study because they each have multiple local extrema for J m .
The two-dimensional touching clusters data 25 points, Bezdek 5 , was used by Babu and Murty 1 and is shown in Figure 2 The multiple sclerosis MS data consists of 2 classes each described by 5 measurements features of a patient. The classes are MS 29 examples and non-MS 69 examples. The rst feature is age, and measurements connected with two di erent visual stimuli S1 and S2 provide the other 4 features. These four features are the sums and absolute di erences of the responses of the stimuli as observed in the left and right e y es, respectively. Letting L stand for left eye response and R stand for right e y e response, these features are S1L + S2L, jS1L , S2Lj, S2L + S2R, and jS2L , S2Rj.
Clustering is often applied to image segmentation 8 . Images are real-world domains of signi cant complexity i n terms of numberof items to beclustered and numberof classes. We use two images in the experiments discussed in Section 6.
The color Lena image was used in 34 to show that a simple hybrid GA using real values could beused to skip some local extrema when hard c-means was applied to cluster the middle 128128 subset of the color image available at http: vision.ce.pusan.ac.kr among other sites. The goal in 34 was color quantization, so the features used for clustering were the RGB space values with 8 bits color. The values in each of the R, G and B planes were linearly stretched to ll the range 0; 255 . In the comparative experiment that we undertook the Lena sub-image was quantized from 24 bit color 8 bits color into 16 total colors, so clustering is done with 16 classes c=16. That is, we process n = 1 6 ; 384 vectors of s = 3 features R, G and B, clustered into c = 16 classes.
Our magnetic resonance image consists of a 5mm thick slice with 3 features, T1, T2 and PD weighted images. The raw i n tensity v alues at each spatial location make 3D pixel vectors for clustering. This image consists of a signi cant numberof data n = 22; 320 to beclustered, the most in our study. Air, bone, fat and other extra-cranial tissue were removed from the original 256 256 images before clustering. Clustering is into 10 classes c=10 with gray matter, white matter and cerebro-spinal uid the classes of interest. More clusters than classes were used to provide clusters that are more likely to contain only one tissue type or are more homogeneous and to beconsistent with 4 .
Experiments and results
In all experiments the stopping criterion for FCM was a maximal squared di erence in membership values of two successive U matrices of = 0 :001 i.e. max ik fu new ik , u old ik 2 g 0:001. The stopping criterion for HCM was an iteration for which no data object changed classes. The initial V's for FCM and HCM were created randomly within the feature space. For each feature the initial values were randomly chosen to bein the range determined from the data set of the feature.
The two image domains require signi cant computation time for GGA and conventional clustering. Only the FCM algorithm was applied to the MRI image, which has been used in work on brain tissue quantization 4 . HCM was the only clustering algorithm applied to the Lena sub-image since our intent was to compare GGA with the GCMA algorithm of 34 , which uses HCM. We will examine the results of the FCM experiments rst because, for the studied domains we found fewer extrema, so presentation of the results is easier. For all FCM trials m = 2 .
In doing experiments, we are primarily interested in domains that have multiple local extrema for a given clustering algorithm. For FCM, using the Euclidean distance metric, we can nd only one extremum in the Iris and MS domains. The touching clusters data has just 2 extrema with the larger found less than 1 of the time. The single feature data set was found to have 11 extrema with the Euclidean norm and 10 extrema with the diagonal norm. In both cases only 3 of the extrema occur more than 10 of the time. However, the fact the best extremum is only the third most likely makes this domain an interesting test for genetic guided clustering. Table 1 lists number of trials, the average J 2 values and the standard deviations found by FCM for each of the non-image domains using the Euclidean norm. Table 2 shows the extrema found by FCM for each of the 4 small data sets. The diagonal norm is used on the single feature data set with the average of the extrema obtained shown in Table 3 and the exact extrema values shown in Table 4 . The diagonal norm is used to illustrate that the GGA approach is also e ective with norms other than Euclidean.
Although GGA is applied to R m in 7, we will discuss GGA outputs in terms of J m values as computed by 4 in order to facilitate clear comparisons with FCM. Table 5 shows the GGA results in terms of J 2 values, numberof generations, population size and mutation rate. All results are averages over 50 trials. Our GGA approach always nds the best known local extremum for these domains given a large enough population, su cient generations, and a mutation rate high enough to enable the necessary search. This stands in contrast with two previous approaches, which both required subsequent iteration of FCM on the best GA result to nd the best FCM partition equivalent J m values 1, 10 . In the single feature domain, as the mutation rate is lowered the GA nds the second lowest extremum 0.893 5 times, which is indicated by a higher average J 2 in Table 5 . Our experiments have indicated that low m utation rates work well less than 5 with less than 1 being acceptable for the data sets with few extrema. For these small data sets, the GGA relatively quickly nds the same best extremum that FCM does in most cases. There is occasionally some slight roundo error for the MS domain. So, for FCM a GA can skip local extrema and will terminate at a best FCM extremum in almost all cases.
This point is further illustrated by the results shown in Table 6 for the single feature data set with the diagonal norm. While there exist a numberof extrema at which FCM gets stuck, the GGA does not get caught at all for a population of size 30 and a mutation rate within 0.05 of 5. For a smaller population the GA can get trapped at the 0.893 extremum and gets trapped more often as the mutation rate is lowered. If the data set has many extrema, small populations converge too quickly to an encountered extremum without doing enough search to nd better ones. As the mutation rate is lowered, the search pressure is reduced, leading to a situation wherein which a higher local extremum will not be escaped. 
MRI Results
Over 50 trials of FCM with c = 10, four extrema of the MR image were observed. They are shown in Table 7 along with the number of times each occurred. The average was J 2 = 69,289,175 with a standard deviation of 994,931. To reduce the time the GGA approach takes to run for the MR image, it was run in stages on random subsamples of the image pixels. This approach has been found 12 to be e ective in speeding up FCM with no loss in the quality of the nal partition. Eight subgroups of data of sizes 1004; 2008; 3013; 4017; 5022; 6026; 7030; 22320 were used. The number of generations for each of the subgroups are 40, 30, 30, 20, 20, 20, 40 , and 300 respectively for a total of 500 generations. A population of size 30 was used for the MR image with c = 1 0 and 30 random trials were performed. To ensure that an extremum was discovered, the nal set of cluster centers was used to initialize FCM, which then ran until it stopped with = 0:001 as before. The average after the application of FCM was J m = 6 9 ; 002; 432 with standard deviation An experiment was run with a data size of 7 for 150 generations and 14 for 300 generations. The population size was 50 and the resulting cluster centers were used to initialize FCM, which then ran until it stopped with = 0 :001 . This scheme is indicated in Table 7 by F CM GGA GGA followed by F CM. The average J 2 value was 69; 202; 458 with standard deviation 959; 368 which is a small improvement o ver random initialization with FCM. For this set of data, the GGA found one of two extrema with the higher one resulting in initializations for FCM that resulted in one of the poorer partitions. A larger population should improve performance in this case.
In the MRI domain, e ective GA clustering requires larger populations and more generations to generally provide the best results. In applying the GGA to the MRI domain it was noted that the best J 2 value is still decreasing at the end of the generations even with the reduced size data set. There is a direct correlation between the nal J 2 value for the reduced data set and the nal J 2 value after applying FCM. High J 2 values result in the poorer nal J 2 values.
HCM experiments
In this subsection, the performance of our GGA using the HCM objective function on the Iris, single feature and MS domains will bediscussed. The touching clusters domain will not be discussed with the HCM objective function as it was included for comparison with earlier work done with the FCM objective function 1 . Table 8 shows the J 1 values of the local extrema and some degenerate partitions found for many random initializations of HCM in the Iris, MS and single feature domains. Only the 4 most likely to occur extrema for the single feature domain are shown as it has 96 local extrema and degenerate partitions which are displayed in the histogram in Figure 3 . There are 58 single feature extrema, which occur in the J 1 value range 1; 3 more than 10 times over 20,000 trials. Several of the hard partitions discovered during these experiments were degenerate, i.e. consisted of some clusters that have no data elements assigned to them. The single feature extremum at J 1 = 5 3 :236 is a degenerate partition of 1 cluster; at J 1 The GGA was applied 50 times with di erent random initial populations to each of the data sets used in Table 8 . Again, for clarity we report J 1 values even though the equivalent R 1 functional was optimized. Table 9 provides a summary of the results by data set, population size, mutation rate, average J 1 value found, standard deviation and lowest J 1 value found.
The GGA applied to the single feature data set nds two extrema, J 1 = 0 :935 most of the time and J 1 = 1 :189 the rest of the time. The 1.189 extremum is found 2, 3, 2 and 0 times respectively for the three single feature entries shown in Table 9 . The GGA never Table 9 entries from top to bottom. The last two results were obtained with a crossover rate of 90, which enabled a slight improvement in terms of the number of times the second best partition was found. The GGA applied to the MS data set nds the best two results only with 7, 6, 0 and 1 instances of the second best result, respectively for the 4 results shown in Table 9 . with random initializations were done on this data set and all of them apparently resulted in degenerate partitions 35 . To compare with the earlier results on this data set, we report the MSE rather than the raw values from the HCM objective function MSE = J 1 =16384. In order to obtain some non-degenerate partitions for comparison with our GA results, a di erent t ype of less random initialization of HCM was used. In this initialization scheme, each cluster center was initially assigned the values of a feature vector from the data set. The selection of feature vectors was random, but with the restriction that a feature vector could beselected only once, which forces each cluster center to bedistinct assuming no two feature vectors are the same. For this approach with over 1200 trials, only 2 trials resulted in degenerate partitions! There were, however, a signi cant numberof extrema found, 817. The most that any extremum was found was 38 times, J 1 = 316:87, followed by 31 times for J 1 = 321:936. Figure 5 shows a plot of all the J 1 values found for this set of partitions. There are 106 extrema in the 313 range, 79 in the 314 range and the rest range from 316 to 335. Figure 6 is a plot of all the J 1 values associated with partitions found for the 3000 initializations excluding those corresponding to c = 1 . has not been found. The best cluster centers from the nal GA generation were used to initialize HCM, which w as then run until no changes occurred in the partition no feature vectors changed classes for 1 iteration. The GGA results are averaged over 30 trials with di erent random initializations. The average mean squared error MSE and the standard deviation are reported in Table 10 . In Table 10 we exclude the single partition c = 1 result from the random initialization scheme because its inclusion obscures the results by making the standard deviation larger than the average. An experiment with a larger population 75 was also tried, with 7 of the data randomly chosen and used for 150 generations and then 14 for the next 2050 generations. The mutation rate was 0.008. With a larger search space we expected the larger population to yield better results. Order 2 tournament selection was used for the rst 2150 generations and then order 10 was used for the last 50 to drive the algorithm towards an extremum. The results improved to an average of 316:8268 and a standard deviation of 2:0598. This indicates that a relatively small random subsample can beused to get good initializations for HCM in a large domain.
A second experiment with a population of size 50 that used all of the data for the last 300 generations resulted in ave = 317:245 and std:dev = 3:4423. Order 2 tournament selection was used until the last 50 generations, followed by order 10 for the nal 50. The mutation rate was 0.004 and the random subsampling schedule was 7 of the data for the rst 200 generations followed by 14 for the next 1200 generations, then 21 for 300 generations and the full data set for the last 300 generations 2000 total generations. This genetic clustering approach provided the best overall partitions and always yielded a reasonably good partition when HCM was initialized by the terminal GGA partition. This scheme always avoided degenerate partitions.
These results appear to agree with those in 34 where the population size was 500, the GA clustering scheme used real-values, HCM was initialized on each set of V values in the population, HCM was then run and nally crossover and mutation were applied. After applying the Scheunders algorithm for 10 generations, extrema in the low 300 range were found as shown in a histogram. In 34 2 experiments were run and all of the population members were plotted. Scheunders reported that 10 of the nal population was in the lowest extremum which was called a global optimum at an MSE=310 which was never found by HCM given a random initialization. The MSE found in 34 is slightly di erent than any found in our experiments although we attempted to exactly re-create the experiment. Scheunders was unclear on exactly how he created his data and we used the most likely approach 35 .
Results with adaptive parameter settings
All experiments reported in 36 use a population size of 100 or greater, linear scaling and the stochastic remainder selection technique 3, 16 to get better results than xed GA's on several domains. This relatively large population size will slow the clustering process, as does the requirement to calculate p m ; p c for each individual involved in crossover and mutation. Hence, we experimented with smaller populations, but got poorer performance than with our xed GGA's and poorer performance than with larger populations. Table 11 shows the results for 3 data sets using the adaptive genetic algorithm approach applied to the HCM functional with order 2 tournament selection. These results are generally not quite as goodas the best of those obtained with the GGA approach reported in Table 9 . However, in all cases where the smallest extrema is not found, the second lowest extrema is found. These results are representative of those found with the adaptive GA and FCM, where for the single feature data the only small domain with more than 2 extrema for FCM the lowest extremum was found 41=50 times in 350 generations and the second best was found the other 9 times. For the other small domains the best J 2 value was always found with the adaptive GA for populations as small as 30 and 600 generations. However, in those domains there has only been 1 extremum found in all but 1 case 2 for touching clusters, but the larger one less than 1 of the time.
The adaptive GA approach experimented with here provides a useful genetic clustering algorithm that gets good results. However, the use of non-adaptive m utation and crossover probabilities leads to better nal partitions in some cases for both FCM HCM.
Time considerations
The GA approach to clustering requires time proportional to the number of bits per feature, population size, number of features, number of feature vectors and number of clusters. An increase in any of these parameters results in a linear increase in time pergeneration for the GA clustering approach.
The dominant cost is that of calculating the tness value for each population member for each generation. This cost is a function of s, n, and c, i.e. the number of features, number of objects, and number of classes to cluster the data into. The number of bits needed to represent features has a lesser e ect on the time per generation. GA speed could The Iris data set is a good concrete example of the times required by the GA approach to clustering as opposed to FCM or HCM. Table 12 shows the time per generation or iteration in seconds for GGA on the HCM functional GGAHCM, GGA applied to the FCM functional GGAFCM, FCM and HCM on the Iris data. The GA population is size 50. The times are CPU times on a SUN Ultra-Sparc 1 running the Solaris 2.6 operating system. Times for real-valued representations are included and will be discussed in the next section. HCM is about twice as fast as FCM. The GA approach is about 15 to 20 times slower than HCM FCM for a generation vs. iteration. The maximum number of iterations for HCM FCM to terminate on the Iris data is 20, while the GA will need close to 300 generations. Hence, GGA clustering can take up to 2 orders of magnitude longer than FCM or HCM in some cases.
The adaptive GA approach is approximately 2.5 times slower than the non-adaptive GA version. This is due to the need to calculate tness for every child before mutation is applied as well as recalculation of the tness value after mutation, and the fact that the probabilities of mutation and crossover must becalculated at each application of the operators.
The GGAFCM applied to subsamples of the MRI data 7 of the data for 150 generations and 14 of the data for 300 generations with a population of size 30, takes an average time per generation of 4.2 seconds on an unloaded Ultra-sparc 1 or 15.75 hours to run 30 trials. For the GGAHCM applied to the Lena data for 7 of the data for 150 generations and 14 of the data for 2050 generations with a population of size 30 an average of 0.47 seconds pergeneration or 8.6 hours for 30 trials is required.
Improving performance
The GGA approach generally nds a very good partition if it uses a population of the appropriate size i.e. large enough. It can be caught by extrema that are close to a better solution i.e. partitions may di er by only a few data assignments to clusters. To escape nearby" extrema a higher mutation rate can be applied as a population begins to converge. At the same time a slight lowering of the crossover rate will cause just some cluster centers to bemodi ed 32 by crossover. Another approach would beto perform local search on a nal partition using a validity guided clustering algorithm 4 or some other approach which attempts to split and merge clusters to optimize a validity metric.
One of the many other approaches to crossover, mutation, selection, and choice of members for the next generation 16, 20, 31, 3 may provide better performance in some domains. Experiments with mutation as the main operator in optimizing the cluster center 26, 11 provided worse partitions than those reported here.
It is possible that a real-valued encoding 16, 34 might provide results that are better than those reported here, and the real-valued GGA approach will be faster per generation without the need to encode decode cluster centers. In fact, a real-valued approach with each population member represented as a list of real-numbers was implemented by us. Blended crossover 20 and non-uniform mutation 31 were used as the respective crossover and mutation functions. A di erent blend point w as chosen for each cluster. In applications to the Iris and MS domains, optimizing the HCM functional, the time was reduced by a factor of greater than 2 pergeneration. The time gain was only about 30 for the FCM GGA with a real-valued representation as shown in Table 12 . The GGA with a real-valued representation requires more generations than the GGA with a binary representation which o sets the per generation time gains. The optimization performance was approximately as goodas the gray valued GGA in either domain in our limited tests on populations of size 50. For the Iris data, the best result 100 crossover and probability of mutation p m = 0:067, alpha for blended crossover of 0.5 and b=5 for the non-uniform mutation was 31 50 trials 2000 generations at the lowest found extremum and the other 19 trials at the second best J 1 extremum. For the MS data the best result was 49 50 trials at the lowest extremum and the other at the second lowest extremum with the same parameters as above except p m = 0 :056 for 1000 generations.
We tried using an approach of 100 blended crossover alpha=0.5 with 2 3 probability and 100 non-uniform mutation with 1 3 probability 16 . For the Iris data, 41 50 partitions are found at the best known extrema and 9 50 at the next best in 1500 generations. For the MS data there are 50 50 at the lowest known extrema or almost at the lowest known extrema after 500 generations. This approach is slightly better than our binary approach for the Iris data. We also applied the 2 3, 1 3 real-valued GA approach to the reduced MRI data 7 for 200 generations and then 14 of the data for 400 generations for a total of 650 generations with a population of size 50. FCM was then applied to the nal partition produced by the GA for each of 30 trials. The results were an average J 2 = 69; 206; 518 with standard deviation of 964; 694. These results are insigni cantly worse than those obtained with the binary GGA. In general, the results with the real-valued GGA do not provide any new clustering insights and are generally about the same as those using a binary representation which is predicted by the Fogel and Ghozeil paper 22 .
Related work
In this section we provide further comparisons of our genetic guided hard fuzzy c-means clustering results to other work on genetic guided clustering. In 10 a partition is treated as set of nodes and edges. Nodes data elements in the same class are connected by an edge. An ordered binary representation of the edges is used to represent the partition. For large data sets the strings will be quite long N N , 1=2 where N i s t h e numberof data points. The system was compared against two greedy search algorithms from 28 . In limited tests on the British towns data it sometimes outperformed the greedy search algorithms. However, there is no evaluation of initialization for the greedy approach or comparison to FCM HCM. In 1 a n e v olution strategies approach is used to perform clustering with the hard and fuzzy-c-means algorithms. They did not nd nal partitions with the evolution strategies clustering algorithm, but used the nal partition as an initialization to hard fuzzy c-means. They used the touching clusters data set, which is used here, as one example to illustrate their approach. In our work with an evolutionary strategies approach using just mutation and selection we could not generally nd nal partitions of FCM that were equivalent to those produced by alternating optimization 26, 11 .
In 9 a genetic guided clustering system is run on two simple examples. A binary representation is used and the GA nds cluster centers close to optimal for a touching clusters data set and a w ell separated data set. No comparison is made to partitions produced by FCM HCM nor are J m values provided. In 30 there are no details of the evolutionary clustering algorithm given. It operates on cluster centers as ours does. Experiments with FCM on a simple data set are successful. Experiments in optimizing partitions for fuzzy c-shells 13 are less successful. The author notes the time complexity for evolutionary clustering is longer than an iterative approach, but does not quantify the di erence. In 23 evolutionary programming is applied to nd clusters in spatial data using a minimum description length evaluation function. This approach shows promise. Its data partitions are not compared with those generated by existing clustering algorithms.
Fuzzy clustering of noisy data using a GA approach is addressed in 7 . A binary integer representation of the cluster centers is used with c+1 cluster centers used in the case of c classes. The extra center is a noise cluster. The tness function is the FCM functional, but it is not reformulated to remove the calculation of the U matrix as is done in this paper. The distance function is based on the work in 14 . Roulette wheel selection of the rst parent coupled with random selection of the second, two point crossover on the whole string, and mutation are applied to a population of cluster centers. Elitism is implemented to keep the best member of a population. Each feature is represented in 8 bits. They claim that the binary representation outperformed a real-valued representation in this domain, but no results are given. The algorithm is tested on several synthetic examples. It nds cluster centers near those found by the noise clustering algorithm, called robust FCM 14 in the single case of no noise. It does not nd acceptable cluster centers for the cases with noise. However, the algorithm is reported with a number of generations only 10 times the number of FCM or robust FCM iterations. In general, we found that more generations may be necessary for the GA to nd equivalent cluster centers. They show the time for a GA generation to be approximately 1 10 that of a robust FCM iteration. This is partially because the robust FCM system does cluster validity i.e. determines the correct number of clusters by applying a validity metric to the nal partition for 2, 3, : : : , c clusters. Robust FCM also has to calculate distance to an additional noise cluster. It is unclear how optimized the robust FCM code is. This approach might nd better partitions faster by applying crossover to each feature of the cluster centers.
In summary, none of the previous work on genetic clustering shows that fuzzy partitions equivalent to those generated by alternating optimization methods can be reliably found. Our work does show this is true at least for small data sets. The work discussed here suggests that the GGA's may with some further research in some cases e ectively optimize other types of clustering functionals besides FCM HCM.
Summary and Discussion
A genetically guided approach to optimizing the hard and fuzzy c-means objective functions was described. The GGA algorithm was applied to four small data sets with two norm metrics and to two images a magnetic resonance image of the brain and a color image of a scene. All experiments were carried out with at least 30 di erent initial populations to get a statistically meaningful average and standard deviation for the GGA clustering approach.
In contrast to earlier papers on GA clustering, we show that genetic guided clustering by itself can be used to provide the identical data partition that fuzzy c-means or hard cmeans will when the latter are given the best possible initialization. The genetic clustering approach provides a framework for optimizing any clustering objective function that can be expressed in terms of a set of cluster centroids. The results shown here indicate that the GGA will always provide good partitions by settling in one of the most in many cases the most desirable extrema and never in an extremum representing a degenerate partition. It is ideal for testing an objective function for which no calculus based or other approach exists. If the data partitions or clusters produced by the genetic clustering approach are "good", faster approaches to optimizing the objective function can bedeveloped.
In the introduction we promised answers to three questions about GA guided clustering. Here they are. In no case did the GGA nd an extremum that was not found by F CM HCM if given enough random initializations and we believe this will generally be true. The GGA approach can and does nd the same extrema and associated partitions that FCM HCM nd. Further, the GGA will generally nd one of the very best extrema and its associated partition if given enough generations and reasonable parameter settings. In domains with many extrema a larger population between 75-100 will lead to the best partitions.
The GGA approach with the FCM functional nds the best local extremum for the Iris, MS and touching cluster data sets. It usually nds the best local extremum for the single feature data set. A subsampling con guration in which the full magnetic resonance image data set was used for the nal 300 generations with a population of size 30 resulted in initializations to FCM that provided better nal partitions on average than random initializations with FCM. Also on the MRI data set, we ran an experiment with a random subset 14 of the data and a population of size 50 for 30 trials with FCM applied to the nal clusters provided by the GGA. We found results that were about the same as randomly initializing FCM. It appears that the population needs to be larger in this computationally expensive domain.
For the three small data set experiments, HCM found more extrema than GGA, and GGA nds one of the best 2 extrema. In the majority of cases the best extremum is found by GGA but not HCM despite the fact that di erent extrema and their associated partitions can bevery close. For example, the best two Iris and MS partitions di er by exactly 1 feature vector's class assignment.
Applying HCM to the color image Lena subset 3000 times results in over 1000 local extrema, many of which represent degenerate partitions i.e. partitions with less than the 16 clusters, representing colors, which were speci ed. The GGA approach never results in a degenerate partition. Due to the length of time required to test the GA 30 times, we used random subsamples in stages during clustering. Also, the GGA was run for a xed number of generations rather than to convergence. HCM was then initialized with the nal partition from the GA and run until it converged. The combined HCM GGA approach found low extrema even in tests with a small population size 30. A random subsample of size 14 2294 feature vectors also allowed for selection of an extremum and associated partition that was always among the best obtainable with the best approach to initializing HCM for this data set.
The exact choice of parameters may be determined on representative subsets of the data to be clustered. Alternatively, we have shown that an adaptive method 36, 32 of setting crossover and mutation rates provides partitions that are very good and is almost as consistent in nding these partitions over multiple trials as the best choice of crossover and mutation operators allows.
The real-valued approach to genetic guided clustering provides nal partitions that are equivalent to those of the binary approach. The time cost is less per generation, but more generations are required resulting in no clear net time savings.
Overall, initialization has a signi cant e ect on the nal partition obtained by the iterative c-means clustering approaches discussed here. The GGA approach to clustering provides a viable way to avoid local extrema. However, it can take up to 2 orders of magnitude more time than FCM HCM; in our experiments the GGA does take 2 orders of magnitude more time for all domains except MRI, where the average number of iterations is 296 and hence, the GGA approach takes just one order of magnitude greater time. However, it requires on average 114 iterations of FCM when initialized with the nal GGA partition to nd the nal J 2 value. Hence, in the same time as the GGA one could on our experimental data sets, for example, try out 100 random initializations of FCM HCM and use the partition associated with the lowest J 2 =J 1 value. This approach will provide equivalent results to the GGA approach in the same amount of time for all domains except Lena. In fact, one could halve the time to nd the best known J 2 or partition value by just using 50 random initializations for each domain. In the Lena domain, depending upon the initialization strategy, the GGA approach could provide a better nal partition for the same amount of time.
The GGA approach never results in degenerate partitions which is a result of applying the penalty term in 8 to the objective function. Avoiding degenerate partitions is very useful in optimizing J 1 applied to data sets such as the Lena image where HCM will often nd one of the degenerate partitions. The GGA approach seems to have viability as a stand-alone optimization procedure for the hard and fuzzy c-means functionals only if its time cost can be reduced. However, even for the less time consuming real-valued GGA implementation the major cost is the evaluation of J 2 per individual. Orders of magnitude speed decreases for the GGA approach do not seem likely.
As noted above, a useful application of a modi ed GGA approach is as a framework for optimizing other functionals for partition generation, which can becompactly expressed, such as with a set of cluster centers, for which another optimization approach m a y not yet have been devised. The GGA produces good non-degenerate partitions which can be used to evaluate newly designed functionals.
